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Later, the father came to believe that he had sacrificed his opportunity for greatness upon the altar of
materialism. His son took this regret as a cautionary lesson and resolved never to compromise his artistic
integrity for money. She accompanied her husband on his road trips for many years, all the while resenting
their nomadic itinerary of frequent one-night stands, hotel rooms, and irregular meals. Eugene, once
established as a playwright, developed an emphatic fondness for settled routine and a detestation of trains and
hotels. She withdrew from many of her child-rearing responsibilities, leaving Eugene to be mothered, during
his first seven years, by a Cornish nursemaid, Sarah Sandy, who exposed her charge to sensational horror
stories. In , Eugene entered Princeton University, drank heavily, and studied very little; after a brick-throwing
episode, he was failed in all of his courses and never returned to the university. For the next two years, he
spent most of his time touring Manhattan in the company of his alcoholic older brother, James, Jr. On October
2, , Eugene secretly married the non-Catholic Kathleen Jenkins, the beautiful daughter of a once-wealthy New
York family. Two weeks later, the bridegroom left her to prospect for gold in Honduras. There he found not
shining metal but a severe case of malaria; he was to use his knowledge of the tropical jungle in The Emperor
Jones Even though Kathleen gave birth to a son, Eugene, Jr. On July 10, , Kathleen Jenkins was awarded an
interlocutory divorce decree. After staying there from December 9 to 11, Eugene had himself discharged. On
Christmas Eve, James entered his son in a private institution, Gaylord Farm, which proved distinctly more
therapeutic: Eugene was discharged as an arrested case on the third of June, ; The Straw , one of his most
deeply felt early plays, is a heavily autobiographical depiction of his stay there. His most pervasive influence
was the intense, self-tortured, somber Swedish writer, August Strindberg. It was reading his plays The
marriage to Agnes Boulton lasted eleven years; its first two years are vividly described in her account, Part of
a Long Story The union resulted in two children. The father, seventy-five-year-old Ephraim Cabot Theseus ,
returns to his farm with a passionate new wife, thirty-five-year-old Abbie Phaedra , who falls in love with her
twenty-five-year-old stepson, Eben Hippolytus. Like Phaedra, Abbie confronts the young man in a The entire
section is 3, words.
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reader"--Provided by publisher.

The seats in this theater are divided into three sections, namely orchestra, mezzanine, and box, with each
section offering seats of varying degrees of comfort and viewing angles. With 19 rows from A to T, the
orchestra section is further divided into three subsections, left orchestra, right orchestra, and center orchestra.
The left orchestra seats are odd numbered, falling between , the center orchestra seats are subsequently
numbered from to , the right orchestra seats are even numbered in the range of The corner seats close to the
middle aisle are great too and available at a relatively cheaper cost than the premium orchestra seats. On the
other hand, the extreme corner seats on either side of the theater are definitely avoidable. The middle rows are
quite good and the low priced tickets make them worth your money. Then there are the last few rows, which
are the cheapest of the lot and for good reason. The view offered is average at best and there might be minor
obstructions in viewing angles. Pricing The center section is the most expensive, with the cost for seats in
rows A-F matching and in some cases exceeding the cost of front mezzanine seats. The left and right orchestra
follow a similar pattern with prices being similar to center mezzanine seats and decreasing with each row. If
the view offered is not a priority for you, the last few rows are the cheapest making them a decent deal.
Reviews It is an intimate theater with a very very good view of the stage regardless of where your seats are.
We were in row T Orchestra center section. We had lots of legroom, and they have a bar in which you can
bring a drink to your seat in a non-spill cup. We sat row E in the orchestra to the far left of the stage in
"obstructed view" seating. With a total seat count of , this section is considerably smaller than the orchestra.
The section itself is divided into two parts, the front mezzanine and the rear mezzanine. The front mezzanine
has four rows in total A-D with the same subsection breakdown as the orchestra. The rear mezzanine is
slightly bigger with 7 rows E-L. Looking at the view on offer, the front mezzanine offers a uniformly good
look at the stage, particularly the first few rows. The rear mezzanine has decent seats too, given the relatively
small size of the theater. The last few rows of this section can be avoided if you not under a strict budget.
While the corner seats are average, the constant turning to view the stage can get pretty annoying after a while.
Pricing The front few mezzanine rows are amongst the most expensive in the theatre, rivaling the price of
premium orchestra seats. The middle and side mezzanine seats are priced similarly to the left and right
orchestra seats, with rear mezzanine seats being the cheapest of the lot. Reviews The old theater is gorgeous
with a lovely ceiling and beautiful chandeliers. The seats were comfortable, but there is not a lot of leg room.
We were in the mezzanine and we could see and hear everything. The view was just perfect - only just off
center but completely unobstructed. It also felt close to the stage, even though we were on the Mezz level.
Row E in the orchestra to the far left of the stage in obstructed view seating. Avoid and also look out for a
notice outside the theater announcing any obstructed view seats. Many reviewers have commented on the
minimal legroom for most seats in the theater. Wheelchair seating is available in the orchestra section only.
Book your tickets accordingly. Seats in Box section offer an intimate and more private experience for
theatergoers. However, note that the angle from which you watch the show will be much more askew than if
you were sitting in the main house of the theater. The restrooms in this theater are located down one flight of
steps and are not wheelchair accessible. Serving fine deli fare with a BBQ to boot, the deserts are the star
attraction at this Brooklyn-themed restaurant. A theatre district classic, Orso in , West 46th Street, brings
gourmet Tuscan cuisine to New York with ample aplomb. A clubby, art-deco style restaurant in West 44th
Street, with cocktails and steaks to die for! If travelling by subway is more your thing, you can take the 1, 9, C
or E train to 50th Street or the N or R train to 49th Street. Travelling in your car? There are numerous paid
parking spots close to the theatre too. Get great last minute deals on The Book of Mormon tickets on Headout,
your one stop, on-demand mobile concierge. Choose your show, select your seats, and show up at the theatre
on the day of the experience. In the meantime, a Headout representative will take care of the legwork and meet
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you at the theatre before your show to hand-deliver your tickets. Need details about specific seats? It was love
at first sight and he now calls the Lion City home. He lives here with his cat, Ginger, and two friends from
college. A theatre aficionado, he also tries to takes time from work to visit NYC whenever he can to catch the
latest breakout Broadway hit.
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experiences in his plays.
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